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ABSTRACT: Pt−Pd nanoparticles are grown in the gas phase by a
magnetron-sputtering source and characterized by electron microscopy
techniques for both Pt-rich and Pd-rich compositions of the metallic vapor.
It is shown that this growth procedure can produce different types of core−
shell nanoparticles, in one step, with sizes in the range of 4−10 nm, according
to the composition of the vapor being rich either in Pt or in Pd. In all cases, the
nanoparticles present intermixed cores containing both Pt and Pd and shells
made of the majority element, i.e., of (PtPd)@Pt structure for the Pt-rich
vapor and (PtPd)@Pd structure for the Pd-rich vapor. Global searches of the
optimal chemical ordering show that none of these structures correspond to
equilibrium configurations. On the contrary, these core−shell structures are
strongly out-of-equilibrium, being the result of kinetic trapping phenomena.
This is verified by molecular dynamics growth simulations which are able to
reproduce both the different types of chemical ordering and the variety of geometric shapes found in the experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Binary metallic clusters and nanoparticles (BNP, also known as
nanoalloys)1−5 are receiving increasing attention in recent years
due to their versatility in applications. These applications range
from catalysis to optics and plasmonics to data storage and
biomedicine.
In general, elemental nanoparticles exhibit distinct proper-

ties which are different from those of the bulk materials and
can be tuned by controlling their size and shape. In addition,
BNPs properties are often enhanced with respect to their
monometallic counterparts and can be further manipulated by
controlling their spatial atomic distribution (i.e., chemical
ordering).
In view of their applications, a precise control of size, shape,

and chemical ordering of BNPs is highly desirable.1,6 This
requires a deep understanding of the formation mechanisms of
BNPs, which can be obtained by combining experiments and
computer simulations (see, for example, refs 7−12), which
allows a full investigation of the mechanisms at the atomic
level.
According to their chemical ordering, BNPs can be classified

into core−shell (with either centered or off-center core13,14),
alloyed, onionlike, and segregated subclusters (Janus and
quasi-Janus particles).4,15 Among these, core−shell structures
are particularly attractive as the addiction of a shell offers the
possibility of manipulating the NPs through external
stimuli,6,16 controlling the core−distance interaction, and
protecting the core from chemical reactions with the
environment and impurities.17,18

Pt−Pd NPs are the subject of many studies because of their
excellent catalytic activity, which has been demonstrated as
being superior to that of the corresponding pure elements in
several cases.19−23 Both platinum and palladium are indeed
widely used in the chemical industry, for automobile exhaust
purification and fuel cells,24−26 hydrogen oxidation,27 oxygen
reduction,20,21 and several other electrocatalytic reac-
tions.19,23,28,29

Pd(core)@Pt(shell) is often the desired element arrange-
ment of these BNPs as it places the most efficient nanocatalyst
(Pt) on the extreme surface of the nanoparticle.30 However,
this arrangement is the less favorable state from an energetic
point of view,31,32 which makes its synthesis particularly
complex. In this respect, wet chemical techniques, involving
colloidal chemistry in liquid environments, are the most
popular approach to synthesize Pt−Pd NPs. So far, random
alloy and single-crystalline Pt−Pd NPs,33 Pt@Pd core−shell
structures,25,34 and a few examples of random alloyed
nanocubes, tetragons, and heterostructures23,28,35 were pro-
duced.
Because of its mass production capacities, the chemical

synthesis of NPs is widely used but still poses a number of
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difficulties in obtaining an effective control of size, shape, and
element distribution, particularly when strongly out-of-
equilibrium structures, such as Pd@Pt NPs, are desired.17,36

Moreover, for NPs produced in solution, a stabilizing
functionalization is necessary to prevent their agglomeration,
thus affecting the composition purity and often requiring high-
temperature post-treatments which can impact the NPs
properties.37,38

Alternatively, gas-phase synthesis can be used to produce a
wide variety of NPs. A common approach is based on the
sputtering of metallic targets followed by a condensation of the
atomic vapor into NPs which occurs along the propagation of
the vapor through an aggregation zone. With this approach, the
chemical ordering, size, and shape of the NPs can be tuned
controlling the sputtering parameters.30,39−42

Being produced in the gas phase, these NPs are highly pure
and surfactant-free, nonagglomerated, and stable.17 This
approach has been widely exploited over the last decades to
create NPs with narrow size distributions,7,43 highly controlled
shapes,11 and specifically designed composite structures.6,44,45

Besides being the ideal platform for fundamental nanoscience
studies, NPs produced in the gas phase constitute also the
building blocks for innovative functional materials.46−56

At variance with the intense activity to synthesize Pt−Pd
NPs by means of wet chemistry processes, very few attempts
were made by gas-phase methods. In ref 30 core−shell (PdPt)
@Pt NPs with an incomplete Pt shell were obtained by plasma-
sputtering deposition in a two-step process. In the first step
Pd0.97Pt0.03 mixed NPs were formed in the gas phase and
landed on a substrate. In the second step, the Pd0.97Pt0.03 NPs
on the substrate were covered by a Pt shell by further
deposition of pure Pt. However, this resulted in a partial
covering of the core, only on the exposed side. A few examples
of Pt−Pd thin films are also reported in the literature.27,57

In the present study we show that a one-step synthesis,
which takes place completely in the gas phase without any
further deposition after landing on the substrate, allows the
production of Pt−Pd NPs with composition-tunable chemical
ordering. In these NPs, the minority element always
concentrates in the central part of the structure, while the
shell is strongly enriched in the majority element. This
corresponds to the formation of (PtPd)@Pd and of (PtPd)@
Pt core−shell structures in the Pd-rich and Pt-rich cases,
respectively. Besides having a controllable and reproducible

chemical ordering, these highly pure NPs present a narrow size
distribution and soft-land on the substrate creating random
arrays of isolated NPs potentially attractive for catalysis-related
experiments.
To deeply understand both the physical origin of the

observed composition-tunable chemical ordering and the
mechanisms leading to the formation of these out-of-
equilibrium core−shell structures, we rationalize the exper-
imental results by computer simulations. By means of global
optimization searches, we demonstrate that neither (PtPd)@
Pd nor (PtPd)@Pt arrangements correspond to the equili-
brium chemical ordering but are the result of kinetic trapping
phenomena instead. The kinetic origin of these structures is
further confirmed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
nanoparticle growth, which are able to reproduce both
geometric shapes and chemical ordering in very good
agreement with the experiments.

2. METHODS AND MODEL
2.1. Experimental Methods. Pt−Pd NPs are synthesized

by inert gas-aggregation sputtering deposition (Nanogen-Trio
source, Mantis Deposition Ltd., U.K.). This technique is based
on the condensation of an atomic vapor produced by DC
simultaneous magnetron sputtering of targets.
As schematically shown in Figure 1 and described in detail in

refs 44 and 58, the Nanogen-Trio source employs three
separate circular 1″ targets mounted on the same linear
translator within one region of inert gas aggregation, called the
aggregation zone. Each 1″ magnetron has an independent
power supply which allows the sputtering current applied to
the different targets to be adjusted separately, thereby
providing control over the mole fraction of metals incorpo-
rated into the NPs.
Here, Pt−Pd NPs are prepared by DC sputtering of separate

Pt and Pd targets in an Ar atmosphere of ∼10−1 mbar. The gas
ports on the Nanogen-Trio source are designed so that the
flow of sputtering gas is directed from the outside of the targets
toward their center. This inward direction of gas flow sweeps
Ar across the sputtering surfaces and ensures early mixing of
the metal vapors generated over the different targets. The
saturated vapor of metal atoms condenses into NPs along its
propagation path through the aggregation zone.
After the NPs exit the aggregation region, the distribution of

NPs (typically fwhm about 2 nm) passes through a 5 mm

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the deposition system used in this study, including the Nanogen-Trio nanoparticle source from Mantis
Deposition, Ltd. Pt and Pd targets are placed on a magnetron head, on the same linear translator. The targets are DC cosputtered in an Ar
atmosphere. This generates vapors which condense within a water-cooled aggregation zone. The working pressure in this region is ∼10−1 mbar.
The NPs are extracted and accelerated by the differential pressure between the aggregation zone and the deposition chamber which is kept at a
pressure of ∼10−4 mbar. The NPs then soft-land on the substrates placed in the deposition chamber (not to scale).
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skimmer and into the MesoQ frequency-scanning quadrupole
mass (see refs 59 and 60 and the Supporting Information for
details) and reaches a deposition chamber which is at a
pressure of 6 × 10−4 mbar. Here, the distribution of NPs softly
lands onto substrates held at ground potential. A histogram
showing a representative size distribution of Pt−Pd NPs is
shown in Figure S1. The kinetic energy of the NPs is estimated
to be <1 eV, which is well below the threshold for soft-landing.
The amount of soft-landed material is determined by
monitoring the ion current during deposition at a wire mesh
grid at the exit of the MesoQ.
The number of atoms that can be ejected from the target per

sputtering ion (i.e., the sputtering yield) depends on the power
applied to the target. Hence, tuning the ratio between the
powers applied to the two targets causes the composition of
the atomic vapor to be affected, and in turn the chemical
composition of the Pt−Pd structures. In particular, to control
the chemical ordering of the Pt−Pd NPs, the sputtering
currents applied to the targets are adjusted to create either a
Pd-rich atomic vapor (Pd0.8Pt0.2) or a Pt-rich one (Pt0.7Pd0.3).
Specifically, the former is obtained by applying powers of 8 and
24 W to the Pt and Pd targets, respectively. The latter is
obtained by applying powers of 23 and 8 W to the Pt and Pd
targets, respectively.
From those values the chemical composition of the atomic

vapor is estimated by dividing the power applied to the target
by the cohesion energy of the specific element (Ec,Pd = 3.89
eV/atom and Ec,Pt = 5.84 eV/atom).
The targets are sputtered in an Ar flux of 60 sccm (standard

cubic centimeters per minute), with an aggregation zone length
of 125 mm and a pressure of 3 × 10−1 mbar at the Nanogen.
To unravel the element distribution of Pt and Pd in the Pt−

Pd NPs as a function of their composition, the NPs are
deposited directly on amorphous carbon coated TEM grids to
yield random arrays of BNPs. Due to the large difference
between the atomic number of Pd (Z = 46) and Pt (Z = 78), a
strong contrast between brighter Pt-rich and darker Pd-rich
areas is expected in the STEM images, making this technique
particularly appropriate to study with high accuracy the
element arrangement of Pt−Pd NPs.
The average composition, size, and morphology of the NPs

are examined using an aberration-corrected scanning trans-
mission electron microscope (Cs-corrected-STEM), JEOL
JEM-ARM 200F (200 kV). The NPs are characterized using
high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM). Scanning transmission electron
microscopy combined with X-ray energy-dispersive spectros-
copy (STEM−EDX) is also used to study elemental mapping
for the respective elements.
Images, spectra, histograms, as well as chemical maps for the

elements are obtained using the Digital Micrograph software
from Gatan. For each sample about 30 pictures at different
magnifications are taken in different region of the sample to
have consistent systematic data.
2.2. Model and Simulation Methods. The NPs are

modeled by an atomistic force field, derived in the framework
of the second-moment approximation to the tight-binding
model,61,62 in which the potential energy E of a cluster is the
sum over all the atoms of bonding (Eb) and repulsive (Er)
contributions:
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rij is the distance between atoms i and j, s (w) refers to the
chemical species of the atom i (j), and rsw

0 is the nearest-
neighbor distance in the sw lattice. If the interaction is
heteroatomic (s ≠ w) rsw

0 is expressed as the arithmetic average:

=
+

r
r r

2PtPd
0 PtPt

0
PdPd
0

(4)

The parameters p, q, A, and ξ are taken from ref 31. The
interactions are cut off at the second-neighbor distance and
linked to zero at the third-neighbor distance by a fifth-order
polynomial.
Global optimization searches are made by our Basin

Hopping code.63 Full global searches are made to look for
the mixing energy, while the optimization of the chemical
ordering at a fixed geometry is made by using exchange moves
only. Both random and tailored moves are used.4 For each
system and composition, at least 3 independent simulations of
lengths between 5 × 104 and 106 steps are made.
MD simulations of the growth are done by depositing atoms

one by one on a preformed seed7,64 with a rate of 1 atom every
10 ns. The equations of motion are solved by the velocity
Verlet algorithm with a time step of 5 fs. Temperature is kept
constant by an Andersen thermostat, whose collision frequency
has been chosen to ensure good thermalization with a
negligible perturbation of the dynamics.65

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Experimental Determination of Chemical Order-

ing. In light of designing BNPs with a specific chemical
composition and chemical ordering, a remarkable advantage of
magnetron sputtering deals with the possibility of simulta-
neously sputtering up to three targets of different materials
and, by varying the powers applied to each of the targets,
creating multielemental NPs with tunable chemical composi-
tion. As we show below, changes in the composition of the
vapor crucially impact the resulting chemical ordering of the
BNPs. This effect was already observed in the gas-phase
growth of Au−Ag NPs of about 2 nm diameter, where it was
shown that atoms organize in different chemical arrangements
according to their relative abundance in the original vapor, the
shell and the core being enriched by the majority and minority
elements, respectively.9 Here below we experimentally show
that in Pt−Pd NPs this effect holds for considerably larger
sizes, and in Section 3.2 we explain its origin by means of
computer simulations.
In the following, we adjust the powers applied to the Pt and

Pd targets to obtain either Pt-rich (Pt0.7Pd0.3) or Pd-rich
(Pd0.8Pt0.2) atomic vapors. The different compositions of the
atomic vapor will lead to NPs not only with different
compositions but also with strikingly different chemical
ordering.
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Let us consider first a sample obtained in the Pt-rich
(Pt0.7Pd0.3) case and analyze the distribution of NPs at low
magnification. The homogeneity of the bimetallic distribution
can be checked by performing STEM-EDX analysis, as shown
in Figure 2. Separate mappings of Pt and Pd are given in

Figures 2b and 2c, respectively, and 2d shows the composition
mapping with Pt and Pd overlaid. The Pt and Pd maps reveal
the presence of the individual elemental contrasts in the core−
shell arrangement of the NPs. At this low magnification, the
core−shell structure, with the shell enriched in Pt and the core
enriched in Pd, is rather clearly visible only in some NPs (in
the half bottom part of the image for instance). However, the
true core−shell character of the BNPs will be better
demonstrated in the following by analyzing the images at
higher magnification. With regard to the size distribution of the
NPs of Figure 2, we find that there are two populations, a
larger population of average size 5.7 ± 0.8 nm and a smaller
population peaked at 1.8 ± 0.4 nm. The average size of the
larger population is calculated excluding the five cases of
coalescence between NPs.
The smaller population is hardly visible at this magnification;

only some NPs can be seen in the top right quarter of the
frame. These NPs have fcc crystalline structure and generally
are constituted of both Pt and Pd, but without any evidence of
core−shell elemental distribution. The presence of sub-2 nm
nanoparticles has been reported in pure Ag and Pt samples
grown by a magnetron-sputtering source. They were believed
to originate from a charging effect of the clusters.46,66 Similar
features were also observed in Pt−Pd systems grown by a
chemical synthesis approach.29 However, in this last case, the
sub-2 nm NPs decorated the surface of larger NPs with
diameters of ∼20 nm.
Regarding the chemical composition of the particles of

Figure 2, we can notice that 4/36 NPs of the frame

qualitatively show an almost pure Pt composition, with
contamination of small Pd (not visible at this scale). We
note that one of these NPs constitutes a lobe of the coalesced
structure in the center of the frame, whereas both the central
core and the other two lobes present a Pd@Pt structure; on
the contrary, pure Pd NPs are not found.
Finally we note that coalescence occurred in 5/36 NPs of

this frame and constitutes a phenomenon that we often
observe in the distributions.
In this experiment we are interested in analyzing a relatively

wide distribution of NPs to gain a broad understanding of the
growth of Pt−Pd NPs. We note however that the size
distribution could be narrowed down using the mass filter
selector as described in Section 2. This would allow to select
and deposit one of the above-mentioned populations. In
addition, as we observed that particles with similar size exhibit
consistent features (in terms, for instance, of chemical
ordering, shell thickness, core radius, etc.), this approach
would also allow the purification of the NPs distribution as
regards chemical ordering.
In Figure 3 we consider the Pd-rich case. Panel 3a shows an

HAADF-STEM image at low magnification. The average size

of the NPs is 5.6 ± 0.6 nm; hardly visible at this scale, sub-2
nm NPs can be seen in the left side of the image. At higher
magnification, it is possible to see the core−shell structure of
the NPs, which we observed in 60−80% of the NPs depending
on the sputtering conditions, in both Pd-rich and Pt-rich
atmosphere. An example is shown in Figure 3b, where the high
Z contrast makes easy to distinguish the bright Pt-rich core
from the darker Pd-rich shell. The NP has a diameter of ∼8.4
nm and a core radius of approximately the same length as the
shell thickness (i.e., ∼2.4 nm). In this case, the analysis thus
hints at the formation of some kind of Pt@Pd core−shell
arrangement, i.e., the opposite of the Pt-rich case.
In summary, we note that the results shown in Figures 2 and

3b indicate that, in the large NP populations (diameters from 4
nm on), the minority element always concentrates at the NP
core, while the shell is enriched in the majority element. On
the other hand, smaller NPs (diameters ∼2 nm) containing
both elements do not show any clear indication of segregation.
These points need to be better discussed by analyzing the NPs
at higher magnification with both HAADF-STEM and EDX.

Figure 2. (a) Low-magnification STEM-EDX image of a distribution
of Pd−Pt NPs grown in a Pt-rich environment. Separate mappings of
Pt and Pd are shown in frame (b) and (c), respectively. Frame (d)
shows the composition mapping with Pt and Pd overlaid.

Figure 3. (a) Low-magnification Cs-corrected STEM-HAADF image
of a typical distribution of Pt−Pd, showing several NPs. (b) Cs-
corrected STEM-HAADF image of a (PtPd)@Pd NP grown in a Pd-
rich environment. The scattered intensity scale is associated with the
atomic number Z of the elements. This makes it easy to distinguish
the heaviest Pt (brighter) from Pd (darker), showing that the Pd-rich
zone is in the shell of the NP.
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In Figure 4 we present high-magnification images of a Pt-
rich NP obtained from a Pt0.7Pd0.3 vapor (top row) and of a
Pd-rich NP from a Pd0.8Pt0.2 vapor (bottom row). In both
cases we show (a) the HAADF-STEM image, (b) the EDX
chemical maps, and (c) an average of the line scans across the

rectangles marked in image (b). The core−shell structure is
clearly observed in these images. The core contains both
elements in similar proportions, while the shell is strongly
enriched in the majority element. In the Pt-rich NP, the Pt
constitutes a core ∼5.5 nm large, located roughly in the center

Figure 4. High-magnification image of a (PtPd)@Pt NP (top row) and (PtPd)@Pd NP (bottom row) grown in a Pt-rich and Pd-rich atmosphere,
respectively. (a) Cs-corrected HAADF-STEM images of the NPs. The difference in contrast facilitates the distinction between the Pt- and Pd-rich
zones of the NPs. (b) STEM−EDX mapping of the chemical composition of the NPs. The colors are based on the chemical composition of the
NPs where Pt is in green and Pd in red. The rectangle in the panel indicates the area from which the profiles are extracted. (c) EDX composition
profiles Pt in green and Pd in red clearly showing that the Pt-rich zone is in the shell of the NP grown in the Pt-rich atmosphere and in the core of
the one grown in the Pd-rich atmosphere.

Figure 5. Example of the coalescence of (PtPd)@Pd NPs grown in a Pd-rich atmosphere. From left to right: (a) Cs-corrected HAADF-STEM
images of the NPs. (b) STEM−EDX mapping of the chemical composition of the NPs. The rectangle in the panel indicates the area from which the
profiles are extracted. (c) EDX composition profiles (Pt in green and Pd in red).
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of the ∼8.4 nm nanoparticle; the shell mostly contains Pd
atoms.
We note also that the core has an fcc crystalline structure

while the shell presents both crystalline and amorphous
regions. The latter are probably due to the oxidation of Pd. In
fact, when Pd is in the core of NPs, it keeps a crystalline
structure. On the contrary, Pt shells tend to remain crystalline.
These findings are supported by the diffraction analysis of
different regions of Pt−Pd NPs, shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S2).
The results of Figure 4 demonstrate that (PtPd)@Pt and

(PtPd)@Pd core−shell NPs are grown in Pt-rich and Pd-rich
atmospheres, respectively. This result is obtained by a straight
control of the powers applied to the two targets, while keeping
all other sputtering parameters (argon flow and aggregation
zone length) constant. We believe this is remarkably
interesting in the case of the (PtPd)@Pt NPs, as this chemical
ordering is particularly difficult to be synthesized by wet
chemistry approaches, being the less energetically favorable
configuration of the two materials.
In summary, by comparing various Pt-rich and Pd-rich NP

distributions, we observe mainly four NP types: (i) core−shell
NPs with the minority element concentrated in the core and
shell made of the majority element; (ii) coalesced NPs; (iii)
sub-2 nm NPs; (iv) NPs mainly constituted by the majority
element with small contamination of the minority element. In
Figures 5−6 we present some more examples to elucidate
further features of the NPs.

An example of coalescence is presented in Figure 5. Here,
the coalescence occurs between a (PtPd)@Pd NP and a
smaller particle mainly consisting of Pd with some contami-
nation of Pt. The core−shell particle has a size of ∼10.5 nm
and a core of ∼4.5 nm. The smaller particle has a diameter of
∼6.3 nm. Between the two particles we can observe an
interface ∼1 nm thick. This is visible in the HAADF-STEM
image and not in the EDX mapping since in this case the beam
energy forced the complete coalescence between the two
structures.
Finally, a sub-2 nm Pt−Pd NP is shown in Figure 6.

According to the sputtering conditions, the sub-2 nm
population can represent up to the 50% of the whole number
of NPs (but this corresponds to a much smaller proportion of
material). By performing a chemical analysis, we observe that
these particles have a mixed chemical composition with
roughly the same amount of the two materials. Interestingly,
those NPs do not exhibit a clear core−shell structure, but they
look like the mixed cores of the larger core−shell NPs.

3.2. Equilibrium vs Nonequilibrium in Pt−Pd Nano-
particles. In Section 3.1 we reported the TEM observations of
Pt−Pd NPs produced in the gas phase for Pd-rich and Pt-rich
compositions of the vapor. In both cases, two populations were
obtained: (i) sub-2 nm NPs with intermixed chemical ordering
and (ii) larger NPs with core−shell arrangements in which the
core is intermixed and the outer shell is enriched in the
majority element.
The inversion of core−shell chemical ordering depending on

vapor composition was previously observed in laser-vapor-
ization growth of Au−Ag NPs of 2−3 nm sizes by Liao et al.,9

who proposed the following explanation: since bimetallic Au−
Ag small clusters are energetically more favorable than their
elemental counterparts, they will be predominant in the first
stage of vapor condensation; these clusters will then aggregate
to form the seeds of the NPs growth, i.e., the experimentally
observed alloyed cores. The higher stability of binary small
clusters was proved by DFT calculations on Au−Ag dimers,
trimers, and tetramers. After the formation of the seeds, the
metallic vapor is depleted of the minority element; in the final
stage of the growth, the remaining vapor condenses forming a
shell enriched in the majority element around the intermixed
cores.
By means of computer simulations, we verify whether this

explanation can be applied to our Pt−Pd growth, where
considerably larger NPs than the Au−Ag ones are grown.9 To
this end, we first perform global optimization searches for Pt−
Pd NPs of different sizes and compositions to compare
equilibrium chemical ordering to the experimentally observed
core−shell arrangements; we will show that the latter are
clearly out-of-equilibrium, originating from kinetic-trapping
effects. Then, we calculate the mixing energy of small Pt−Pd
NPs with different compositions to show that mixed alloys
with ∼50%−50% composition are the most energetically
favorable and thus the most likely to be formed in the early
growth stages. Finally, we perform growth simulations starting
from a mixed Pt−Pd seed and depositing either Pt or Pd atoms
to simulate the final growth stage in Pt-rich and Pd-rich
atmospheres and to show that (PtPd)@Pt and (PtPd)@Pd
out-of-equilibrium core−shell arrangements can be obtained,
respectively.

3.2.1. Equilibrium Structures of Pt−Pd Nanoparticles. We
consider Pt−Pd NPs made of 201, 586, 1289, 2406, and 4033
atoms in total, corresponding to sizes from 1.7 to 5.2 nm,
which are in the range of interest of our experiments. For 201
and 586 atoms we check various compositions increasing the
Pt fraction from 0.1 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1, whereas for larger
sizes we consider only compositions Pt0.2Pd0.8 and Pt0.8Pd0.2.
As already mentioned, all experimentally observed Pt−Pd NPs
exhibit fcc geometric structures; therefore, here we consider
the fcc truncated octahedral (TO) shape. The geometric shape
is kept unchanged during the simulations while the chemical
ordering is optimized by exchange moves between Pt and Pd
atoms.63

The lowest-energy chemical arrangements for TO201 and
TO586 NPs are shown in Figure 7. At both sizes we find clear
tendencies for Pd surface segregation and Pt subsurface
segregation. However, these tendencies are not extreme, since
for certain compositions the core of the NP contains some Pd
atoms even if the surface is not completely made of Pd (see the
structures at 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 Pt fraction in both Figures 7a and
7b), and in certain cases the core contains some Pt atoms even

Figure 6. Example of a sub-2 nm NP grown in a Pd-rich atmosphere.
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if the subsurface is not completely made of Pt (see the
structure at 0.2 Pt fraction in Figure 7b).
At some compositions we can also observe ordered

multishell arrangements. The lowest-energy chemical arrange-
ments obtained for TO1289, TO2496, and TO4033 are shown in
Figures 8 and 9 for compositions Pt0.2Pd0.8 and Pt0.8Pd0.2,

respectively. For all sizes, in the Pd-rich case the surface is
completely made of Pd, the subsurface is enriched in Pt, and
the core is almost randomly intermixed, whereas in the Pt-rich
case all Pd atoms are at the surface of the NP. These results are
in agreement with those by De Clercq et al.,67 who performed
Monte Carlo simulations for Pt−Pd fcc clusters up to 1289
atoms and pointed out the Pd surface and Pt subsurface
segregation, as well as the formation of ordered multishell
structures at small sizes.
Let us now discuss whether the experimentally observed

NPs are at equilibrium or not. To this end, we point out that in
none of the structures in Figures 7, 8, and 9 is the minority
element concentrated in the NP core. This is evident in the Pt-
rich case, in which Pd atoms are on the surface of the NP (see
Figure 9), but it is true also in the Pd-rich case, in which a large

fraction of the Pt atoms is in the subsurface layer (see Figure
8). This allows us to establish that the experimentally observed
core−shell arrangements are out-of-equilibrium configurations.
On the other hand, the experimental sub-2 nm NPs, which
exhibit intermixed chemical ordering, are likely to be at the
equilibrium.

3.2.2. Mixing Energy. We perform mixing energy calcu-
lations for small Pt−Pd clusters of size of 50 atoms and varying
composition. For each composition, we perform global
optimization simulations in order to find the best isomer,
and we use its energy to evaluate the mixing energy, defined
as4

= − −E E
m
N
E

n
N
Emix(Pt Pd ) b(Pt Pd ) b(Pt ) b(Pd )m n m n N N (5)

where Eb is the binding energy and N = m + n is the total
number of atoms.
The mixing energy allows us to understand whether the

formation of bimetallic or monometallic clusters is more
favorable during the early stage of NPs growth. In particular, if

<E 0mix(Pt Pd )m n
, the formation of a collection of N PtmPdn

bimetallic clusters is energetically more favorable than the

Figure 7. Equilibrium structures for (a) TO201 and (b) TO586 NPs at various compositions. The composition is expressed as Pt fraction. For each
composition, the image in the top row shows the cluster surface, and the image in the bottom row shows a cross section. Here and in the following
figures Pt and Pd atoms are colored in white and blue, respectively.

Figure 8. Equilibrium structures for (a) TO1289, (b) TO2406, and (c)
TO4033 at Pt0.2Pd0.8 compositions. For each size, the image in the top
row shows the cluster surface, and the image in the bottom row shows
a cross section.

Figure 9. Equilibrium structures for (a) TO1289, (b) TO2406, and (c)
TO4033 at Pt0.8Pd0.2 compositions. For each size, the image in the top
row shows the cluster surface, and the image in the bottom row shows
a cross section.
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formation of a collection of m PtN + n PdN monometallic
clusters. Vice versa, if >E 0mix(Pt Pd )m n

, monometallic clusters

are energetically more favorable. The behavior of Emix is shown
in Figure 10, which is negative for all compositions, with a
minimum for Pt20Pd30. Therefore, the mixing of Pt and Pd
atoms is energetically favorable, and thus we expect that, in the
early stages of the NPs growth, bimetallic clusters will appear
more frequently than monometallic ones. Among them,
clusters with composition in a range close to 50%−50%, i.e.,
compositions close to the minimum of the mixing energy, will
be the most abundant. Mixing energy calculations for smaller
Pt−Pd clusters were performed previously,68 obtaining the
same type of results.

3.2.3. Nonequilibrium Chemical Ordering in Growth
Simulations. In order to study the final stage of the NPs
formation, we perform growth MD simulations starting from a
mixed Pt−Pd seed. The seed of our simulations is the lowest-
energy structure for Pt−Pd TO201 at 50%−50% composition
(see Figure 7a). The size of the seed has been chosen because
it is representative of the experimentally observed sub-2 nm
population and, in some cases, of the cores of the NPs of the
largest population, while the composition is close to the
minimum value for the mixing energy. We consider the lowest-
energy configuration since we assume that, because of its small
size and because of the high temperatures in the early stage of
the gas-phase growth, the seed is able to fully equilibrate. In
the first set of simulations, Pt atoms are deposited on the

Figure 10. Mixing energy calculated for a small 50-atom Pt−Pd cluster.

Figure 11. Graphs obtained for (a) Pt and (b) Pd deposition. For each temperature we show the average over all the five performed simulations.
Core−shell structures with the outer shell enriched in (c) Pt and (d) Pd. These structures have been obtained at the end of two growth simulations
at 300 K with deposition of Pt and Pd, respectively. For each structure, the image on the left shows the cluster surface, and the image on the right
shows a cross section.
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starting seed. The deposition rate is 1 atom every 10 ns, and a
total number of 690 atoms are deposited, up to the size of
∼900 atoms. The simulations are performed at constant
temperature at 300, 400, 600, and 800 K. We perform five
simulations per temperature. An identical set of simulations,
but with the deposition of Pd atoms, is then performed.
The aim of the simulations is to verify whether it is possible

to obtain a stable outer shell made of either Pt or Pd
surrounding the mixed Pt−Pd seed. Actually, we have shown
that both types of core−shell arrangements are out-of-
equilibrium. In the Pt-rich case, at the equilibrium, all Pd
atoms are on the surface of the NP (see Figure 9); thus, the
formation of a Pt outer shell may be prevented by the tendency
of Pd atoms to segregate to the surface. To evaluate this effect,
we monitor the number of Pd atoms on the surface of the NP
during the simulations. The results are shown in Figure 11a:
the evolution of the number of Pd atoms on the surface is
shown for each considered temperature, as a function of the
number of deposited Pt atoms. For each temperature we show
the average over all the simulations. At 300, 400, and 600 K we
can see a significant decrease of the number of Pd atoms on
the surface. The simulations end with 3, 12, and 21 Pd surface
atoms on average, respectively. We can state that, at these
temperatures, the deposited Pt atoms succeed in covering the
Pd atoms of the starting seed, and a stable Pt shell can actually
be obtained. At 800 K we do not see a similarly significant
decrease: at the end of the simulations there are on average 60
Pd atoms on the surface, which means that the majority of Pd
atoms of the initial seed are able to “float” on the deposited Pt
atoms and to stay on the surface.
Let us now analyze the Pd deposition case. We have shown

that in Pd-rich equilibrium structures Pt atoms are randomly
mixed in the interior part of the NP and enrich the subsurface
layer (see Figure 8). Therefore, in this case the formation of a

Pd thick outer shell may be prevented by the tendency of Pt
atoms to distribute throughout the volume of the cluster, and
especially below the surface. To evaluate this effect, we
monitor the number of bimetallic Pt−Pd bonds. The results
obtained for the four considered temperatures are shown in
Figure 11b. The 300, 400, and 600 K cases exhibit the same
behavior: in the first part of the simulations the number of
bimetallic bonds increases since the deposited Pd atoms come
into contact with the Pt atoms on the surface of the starting
seed; after the first Pd layer is completed, the number of Pt−
Pd bonds remains constant until the end of the simulations,
meaning that Pt atoms do not mix any further. Therefore, at
these temperatures, Pd atoms cover the starting seed layer by
layer, and a thick pure Pd shell is formed. On the other hand,
at 800 K the number of bimetallic bonds increases for the
whole duration of the simulations, meaning that the Pt atoms
of the seed mix with the deposited Pd atoms. At this
temperature, we can still identify a Pt-enriched core (generally
off-centered), but many Pt atoms are dissolved in the Pd-
growing shell.
In summary, the results of the growth simulations show that

core−shell arrangements with mixed core and outer shell
enriched in either Pt or Pd can be obtained by depositing Pt or
Pd atoms, respectively, on a mixed Pt−Pd seed. In Figures 11c
and 11d we can see core−shell structures of the two types,
obtained at 300 K.
The purity of the outer shell depends on the growth

temperature. At higher temperatures, the tendency toward the
formation of equilibrium structures (see Section 3.2) is
stronger, and therefore the purity of the shell is lower.
However, we can state that in both cases there is a wide range
of temperatures, from 300 K to a transition temperature
between 600 and 800 K, in which the core−shell arrangement
is actually obtained. This result is in agreement with the

Figure 12. Comparison between typical structures of (PtPd)@Pt (left frame) and (PtPd)@Pd (right frame) NPs grown experimentally (a) and by
theoretical simulations (b−c): tetrahedra/triangular twins and octahedra. For both: (a) HAADF-STEM image of the observed NPs; (b) cluster
surface and (c) cross section of the corresponding structure obtained in growth simulations with deposition of Pt atoms and Pd atoms, respectively.
The sizes of simulated NPs are in the range 3.5−4 nm.
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growth model described previously. In particular, it demon-
strates that the formation of the seed and of the shell must
occur at different times: the seed is formed in the early stage of
the growth, which is known to take place at high temperatures,
whereas the outer shell must form at a later stage, when the
temperature of the metallic vapor has decreased; otherwise, the
NP would equilibrate and the shell would not be stable enough
to be observed experimentally.
3.2.4. Growth Shapes: Experiment and Simulation. Let us

now analyze briefly the geometric structures of the NPs
obtained at the end of the growth simulations. The greatest
part of NPs presents fcc structures, with the exception of a few
decahedra grown at 800 K. The overall geometry is mostly
quasi-spherical at low temperatures (300 K, see Figures 11c
and 11d), with a rather rough surface. At higher temperatures,
a variety of quite regular geometric shapes is produced.
Octahedral structures with different degrees of truncation, and
sometimes with rectangular basis, are often grown. The
production of these structures is indeed naturally expected in
the growth from truncated octahedra since they were already
observed in previous MD simulations.65 However, also other
less common growth shapes are obtained in simulations, such
as truncated tetrahedral structures and flat triangular
structures, which we denote as triangular twins since they are
made of two truncated tetrahedra connected by a twin plane.
Triangular twins have been recently observed in the liquid-
phase growth of Ag−Au NPs.12

All these structures are indeed present in our experimentally
grown samples. In Figure 12 we show the comparison between
the STEM images of triangular and octahedral NPs and the
structures obtained in the simulations for both Pt-rich and Pd-
rich cases. The NPs obtained in the growth simulations show a
striking resemblance with the corresponding experimental
STEM images. The agreement between the geometric
structures of the observed NPs and the simulated ones is a
further evidence in favor of the reliability of the model used in
our simulations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we provide a clear demonstration of the
possibility of growing highly pure Pt−Pd NPs, which exhibit a
tunable core−shell chemical ordering, in the gas phase by the
magnetron-sputtering method. By means of a straightforward
control of the powers applied to the Pt and Pd targets, both
(PtPd)@Pt and (PtPd)@Pd NPs can be grown starting from
an original atomic vapor which is either Pt-rich or Pd-rich,
respectively. These NPs present an intermixed core containing
both metals in similar proportions and a shell which is strongly
enriched in the majority element. This result is especially
remarkable for the (PtPd)@Pt case since the growth of this
type of NPs previously needed a two-step procedure with
postdeposition of Pt, which was anyway leading to the
formation of incomplete outer shells.30

To provide a robust theoretical explanation of our
experimental observations, we performed global optimization
searches in conditions which are the closest possible to the
experimental ones in terms of particle size (1.7−5.8 nm),
atomic structures (truncated octahedra), and chemical
composition of the original atomic vapor (this is varied from
Pt0.8Pd0.2 up to Pt0.2Pd0.8). These searches showed that neither
the (PtPd)@Pt nor the (PtPd)@Pd chemical ordering
corresponds to thermodynamic equilibrium configurations,
indicating that these structures are due to kinetic trapping

effects. This is corroborated by the growth simulations which
show that the growth of Pd or Pt shells on initially intermixed
seeds leads to the same types of core−shell chemical ordering
as obtained in the experiments.
The excellent agreement between experiments and growth

simulations is not limited to the chemical ordering but very
nicely extends to the geometric structures. In fact, different NP
shapes are observed in the experimental samples, such as quasi-
spherical and (truncated) octahedral structures, together with a
few NPs of triangular symmetry. These structural types are also
frequently produced in our growth simulations. These results
further support the validity of our combined experiment−
simulation strategy to unravel the physical origin and features
of the Pt−Pd nanosystem.
In summary, our results show that the gas-phase method

allows a straightforward way to control the chemical ordering
of Pt−Pd NPs by which different types of long-lived metastable
structures of several nanometers can be produced and
observed. The physical origin underlying the production of
such structures is explained in terms of mechanisms of general
character, which are thus expected to be effective for a wide
spectrum of materials.
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